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FOR EACH OTHER 
 

As stocks of the stamp with a surcharge F
Magyar Posta is issuing a reprint on 24 Nov
face value to aid the victims of the red sludg
of producing the stamp are being borne by t
Nyrt.  

 

 
Magyar Posta has a long tradition of helping 
achievement of noble aims through its stamp iss

by issuing stamps with a surcharge with the consent of the minister supervis
the amount in excess of the face value are devoted to the supported cause.
was issued in 1913 for the benefit of flood victims in Krassó-Szörény county
Magyar Posta has released stamps to collect donations for charitable purpos
 
This year numerous natural disasters have afflicted the country, so there h
help the many victims. Stamp purchasers have again demonstrated that m
significant amount of aid. For example, this year Magyar Posta collected a 
sale of the stamp for flood victims with a surcharge of HUF 100. Of this H
authority of Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén county in June and HUF 16 million to C
The latter sum financed the restoration of a kindergarten building and the ac
need. In two months HUF 8 million has been collected for the people affe
which has been donated to the Disaster Relief Fund. 
 
The reprint of the For Each Other stamp was made possible through the g
Állami Nyomda Nyrt, who for the second time since 1997 have covered the 
provided the paper for their production free of charge.  
 
Magyar Posta would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who
difficulty by purchasing stamps with a surcharge and to ask them to continu
charity in the future. 

Order code: 2010213010031 (stamp) Number of copies issued
 2010213060032 (FDC)  Perforated size: 40 x 30 
Date of issue: 24 November 2010 Printed by Állami Nyomd
Face value: Domestic + HUF 100  
(The amount of the surcharge  
may not be used to pay for postage.)  

Designed by Péter Berky

 
 

More information: belyeg@posta.hu 
Orders: philately@posta.hu  
 
www.posta.hu 
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